
INTRODUCTION

The Iceland Deep Drilling Project (IDDP) plans to drill one or more boreholes deep enough to penetrate into the supercritical zones believed to be present beneath three currently exploited geothermal systems in oceanic ridge-type spreading centres in Iceland. The main aim is to produce much higher enthalpy fluids for power production than are currently being utilized. The IDDP is being funded by Deep Vision, a consortium of Icelandic energy companies. A feasibility study, which has a budget of approximately US $ 300,000 is currently under-way and is examining the three candidate sites as well as the economics and engineering issues of drilling to greater depths and higher temperatures.

Responding to the invitation of Deep Vision, a meeting funded by the International Scientific Continental Drilling Program (ICDP), was held in Reykjavik, June 25th-June 27th 2001, to help defining tasks for the feasibility study and to begin planning a scientific program to take advantage of the IDDP borehole (see list of participants, Appendix 1). A Science Applications Group of Advisors (SAGA) with both Icelandic and international membership (see Appendix 2) has been formed to formulate and oversee these plans.

Iceland is a particularly favourable location for research on very high enthalpy fluids. It is hoped that such fluids can be produced at high flow rates. In Iceland the repeated seismicity and volcanic activity in the rift environments create high permeability and high temperatures at drillable depths. Temperatures greater than 300°C are commonly encountered in wells drilled to depths of 2 km in high-temperature geothermal fields in Iceland. The likely existence of permeable regions in brittle basaltic rock at supercritical temperatures at still greater depths beneath the candidate geothermal fields is inferred from the distribution of hypocentral depths of seismic activity that continues to below about 5 km depth. These circumstances are the product of the special geological environment of Iceland, a coincidence of a mantle plume with the divergent plate boundary at the mid-Atlantic Ridge. Thus the IDDP offers the international geoscience community a unique opportunity to:

(a) investigate the magmatic and fluid circulation character of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (on land), and
(b) study and sample fluids at supercritical conditions.

These aspects of high-temperature hydrothermal systems have rarely been available for direct observation. SAGA convened panels on drilling techniques, on geosciences, and on the pilot plant. (see Appendix 3)

DRILLING PANEL. The assignment of the drilling panel was to evaluate a drilling strategy to meet the engineering goals, and to consider the additional steps and the costs involved of also meeting the science goals. After a description of the workplan and division of responsibilities by S. Thorhallsson, the panel on drilling technique, with advice from other panels on the likely ranges of depth, temperature, fluid pressure and
fluid composition in the supercritical regime, considered a wide range of options for achieving the engineering and scientific requirements of the IDDP. These options included drilling:

(A) a “standard”, albeit deeper, production well drilled with conventional geothermal technology with limited spot coring at casing points, near major stratigraphic boundaries, and within reservoir rocks

(B) a “standard” production well as in (A), above, with wireline sidewall coring to interpolate between conventional cores

(C) a cored pilot slim hole, followed by reaming out the hole to a production-diameter well using “hybrid” rotary-coring technology

(D) two wells, one a cored slim hole for science and the other a “standard” production well for engineering,

(E) a “standard” production well to 3.5 km depth and then continuously core a slim hole 1-1.5 km deeper using hybrid rotary-coring technology.

A schematic overview of the 5 options above is presented in Figure 1.

During discussion by the SAGA committee, a strong consensus emerged that option E offers the best compromise to meet both the engineering and science goals within realistic budget constraints. The largest drilling rig currently in Iceland (“Jötunn”) has the capacity to drill and case a production hole as deep as 3.6 km. A continuous coring system with top-drive, such as the DOSECC coring rig, used successfully in a number of scientific drilling projects in the USA, could then be adapted to Jötunn, or to a similar rig, to deepen and core a slim hole into the supercritical zone. If flow testing this slim hole proved successful, sufficient information for proof of the concept of producing energy from supercritical conditions would be obtained. At the same time the science program would obtain abundant data and samples from the supercritical regime and rock samples from the deeper part of the Icelandic late Quaternary - Holocene Rift zone.

GEOSCIENCE PANEL. The assignments of the geoscience panel were firstly to develop criteria for evaluation of three candidate sites which have been proposed for the IDDP, and secondly to develop a basic science program essential to the scientific success of the project. The three geothermal systems of Reykjanes, Krafla and Nesjavellir were considered as candidate sites from both geoscientific and environmental perspectives. Given what we know at present of these systems, supercritical conditions are almost certainly likely to be found at drillable depth at all three sites. The current production zone at the Nesjavellir geothermal field, at the north side of the Hengill Central Volcano, was provisionally ruled out for environmental reasons. However, two 2 km-deep exploratory wells will be drilled in the south side of the Hengill volcano this summer. Depending on the findings from these wells, the Hengill area remains a candidate site for the IDDP.

Table 1, under the heading Drilling Target, summarizes findings of the Geoscience Panel with respect to the criteria for evaluation of the candidate sites. In the upper part of the Table are the best estimates of the anticipated conditions likely to be encountered at depths at the three candidate sites. At Hengill and Krafla, target temperatures of 500°C are sought which should be well into the supercritical zone at 5 km depth and 4 km depth respectively. At the Reykjanes geothermal system the produced
fluid is evolved sea-water so that it is deemed advisable to avoid fluids at temperatures high enough to result in deposition of salt in the well during production. This requires target temperatures below 420°C.

Potential problems are listed below the statements about the drilling target at each site. Environmental restrictions are probably more likely at Krafla than at Reykjanes, but more information about possible environmental restrictions at Hengill is necessary.

The panel recommends that the focus of a basic, essential, minimum science program should be on the deeper hotter supercritical part of the borehole, but not to the total exclusion of the upper cased production well. A minimum program in the production well should include collection of drill cuttings for petrological study, and at each casing point, logging, obtaining spot cores, and determining the state of stress by hydrofracturing and the use of borehole televiewer.

In the continuously cored part of the well, below the production casing, real-time study of fluid inclusions and mineral assemblages while drilling could be used to help identify the proximity of the supercritical zone. Taking advantage of any massive loss zones, slim hole logging of this deep zone should be attempted. Similarly extensive fluid sampling and flow testing of loss zones in the supercritical regimes should be an important goal of the program for both engineering and scientific reasons.

A number of activities during the feasibility study were also discussed. These included mapping earthquake hypocentres and determining focal mechanisms in the candidate sites and setting up a working group of geochemists to estimate likely chemical parameters of the fluid to help design the fluid handling system, as well as for environmental contingency planning.

PILOT PLANT PANEL. Until more is known about the nature and volume of fluids likely to be produced from this borehole, the main objective of the pilot plant must be to obtain as much data and information as possible on the fluid and its properties. On the basis of this information further plans for utilizing the fluid will be laid out. Thus the panel suggests a pilot plant in steps where the first step is designed to be as simple and flexible as possible. At Reykjanes the target is a brine at 380-420°C containing 3-5 % by weight salt with an enthalpy of 2000 kJ/kg or higher. Because the critical point is elevated to higher temperatures and pressures by increased salinity, a supercritical zone may not be present at this temperature. At Hengill and Krafla the target is 450-500°C fluid with an enthalpy of 3000 kJ/kg, possibly containing 0.1-0.2 % by salt. However, there is a high uncertainty about the P, T and chemical composition, and the likelihood of encountering acid fluids which would present technical and environmental hazards. The panel finds it of highest priority to carry out a chemical study of the expected conditions of the supercritical fluid. The study should also address the possibility of discharging such fluid to the surface without the risk of rapid plugging of the well.

The preliminary design centres on a downhole tubing system consisting of a suspended solid liner to convey the fluid to the surface to allow fluid sampling at the surface and studies of corrosion and scaling downhole. In this preliminary design only low mass flows are planned. In this way the properties of the fluid can be investigated and the danger of scaling assessed without risking plugging the well. When the properties of the fluid have been established, more extensive surface installations will be required to
further explore the possibilities of utilization and process design, for both energy and chemical production. Also at this stage the production part of the well could be readied for more extensive flow testing for scientific, chemical engineering, and reservoir engineering purposes.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

**Funding.** Assuming that the feasibility study is favourable, for example that it appears that supercritical fluid can be produced, and that the chemical study shows that it is likely the supercritical fluid can be discharged to the surface without a high risk of plugging the well in a short time, the SAGA committee endorses the principle that the Deep Vision Group should fund activities that are primarily for the engineering requirements of a production well. On the other hand, the science program should seek funding for the incremental costs of engineering and drilling which is primarily for the science program. Negotiations on cost sharing where activities achieve both engineering and science purposes might be envisaged.

**Source of Science Funding.** The funding of the basic science activities can be divided into two parts, firstly the incremental costs of drilling the well due to science activities, and secondly the cost of the science itself. The SAGA committee will seek to fund incremental engineering costs, and the basic science program, including curation and distribution of samples and data, by submitting proposals to international and national funding agencies. The committee will also solicit proposals from international investigators to develop a well rounded and focused science program beyond the basic on-site activities mentioned above. The committee will also welcome for review various add-on scientific projects that might be proposed.

A wide ranging discussion of possible funding sources included the International Continental Scientific Drilling Program, the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program, the European Union, the European Science Foundation, and the Ridge program of the US National Science Foundation, among others.

A science workshop on the IDDP is planned to be held in Reykjavik on March 15th-22nd 2002 with 50-75 participants. A meeting of SAGA will be held immediately after the workshop. A supplement to the ICDP funding would be desirable for this workshop. By the end of July this year, a notice requesting expressions of interest and one page science preproposals will be issued, with the deadline of November 1st. SAGA will review preproposals and issue invitations for the workshop early in January 2002. Consideration of submitting a second request for funding to the ICDP in January 2002 is still an open issue.

If drilling is to begin early in 2004, major proposals seeking funds for the science program and associated engineering should be submitted in late 2002 and early 2003 (see table 2). Finally, the members of SAGA are encouraged to publicize internationally the scientific opportunities of participating in the Iceland Deep Drilling Project (IDDP).

**TABLE 1**
GEOSCIENCE PANEL:
Suggested criteria for evaluation of the three candidate drill sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRILLING TARGET</th>
<th>Reykjanes</th>
<th>State of knowledge</th>
<th>Hengill*</th>
<th>State of knowledge</th>
<th>Krafla</th>
<th>State of knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desirable T of Production (°C)</td>
<td>380-420</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>~ 500</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>~ 500</td>
<td>adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desirable P of Fluid (225-300 bar)</td>
<td>likely</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>likely</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>likely</td>
<td>adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Target Depth (in km)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Production Casing (in km)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate Permeability Present</td>
<td>likely</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>likely</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>likely</td>
<td>fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Salinity</td>
<td>oceanic</td>
<td>adequate</td>
<td>dilute</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>dilute</td>
<td>adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Data Needed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS
Weather conditions during drilling | good | ok | good/bad | ok | good/bad | ok |
Environmental issues favorable | probably | needed | ? | needed | sensitive | needed |
Availability of cold water for drilling | yes | good | yes | good | yes | good |
Injection well necessary | yes | probably | yes | probably | yes | probably |
Land Ownership | simple | simple | probable | simple | probable |

* Two exploratory wells, 2 km deep, will be drilled at Hengill summer 2001
* Nesjavellir is being ruled out for the time being for environmental reasons

PILOT PLANT PANEL: Evaluation summary

EXPECTED FLUID:
Reykjanes: 380-420°C brine, 3-5% by weight salt; enthalpy ~2000 kJ/kg
Hengill-Krafla: 450-500°C, dilute fluid, gas 0.1-0.2% by weight salt; enthalpy ~3000 kJ/kg

Two scenarios to be studied: brine and gas

RISKS:
High uncertainty in P, T, and chemical composition
Risk in losing the well
Environmental considerations: disposal of fluid/chemical hazards

RESULT:
Design of a downhole pilot plant - inside tubing in order to convey the fluid to the surface
collect scal, corrosion coupons etc.; this solution is independent of fluid conditions
Benefits: low mass flow hence easy disposal; creates a basis for further development
### TABLE 2: Timetable

**IDDP Work Plan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepVision - activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDDP - phases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility &amp; Science planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision &amp; Preparation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICDP participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGA-activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI-meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGA-meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanation:**
- **SAGA** - activity
- **ICDP funded**
- **Not yet funded**

**IDDP phases:**
- **Phase I**  Feasibility study and scientific planning
- **Phase II** Preparing for drilling, environmental assessment, permitting, soliciting bids, awarding contracts, operational planning, seeking funds, organizing science program etc.
- **Phase III** Drilling in 2004
Figure 1. The 5 drilling options discussed by the panel on drilling technique. The ruled areas represent locations suggested for coring.
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Opening address - June 25: Minister of Industry and Commerce, Valgerður Sverrisdóttir

Guests at opening:

Kristín Karlsdóttir  Secretary, Ministry of Industry and Commerce
Friðrik Sophusson  Director, Landsvirkjun
Guðmundur Þóroddsson  Director, Orkuveita Reykjavikur
Júlíus Jónsson,  Director, Hitaveita Sudurnesja
Porkell Helgason,  Director General, Orkustofnun
Víði Ólafsson,  Director, The Icelandic Research Council
Ingvar B. Fríðleifsson,  Director, The UNU, Geothermal Training Programme

List of Participants:

Albert Albertsson  Deputy Managing Director, Hitaveita Sudurnesja, Landsvirkjun
Björn Stefánsson  Head of Power Projects, Landsvirkjun
Einar Gunnlaugsson  Head of Research Department, Orkuveita Reykjavikur
Gudmundur Omar Fríðleifsson Senior geologist, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Seiji Saito  Professor in Geology and Technology, Tohoku University, Japan
Wilfred A. Elders  Professor in Geology emeritus, University of California, USA
Alister Skinner  Head of Marine operation and Engineering, BGS, Scotland, UK
Dennis Nielson  Executive director, DOSECC, USA
Guido Cappetti  Geothermal Projects Development Manager, Erga group Enel, Italy
John Sass  Scientist emeritus, USGS, USA
Robert Fournier  Scientist emeritus, USGS, USA
Guðmundur Pálmarson  Director emeritus, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Jón Órn Bjarnason  Chief geochemist, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Runólfur Maack  Managing director, VGK Engineering
Valdimar K. Jónsson  Professor in Mechanical Engineering, University of Iceland
Valgardur Stefánsson  Chief project leader, Orkustofnun, Resources Division
Sverrir Thorhallsson  Head of Engineering Department, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Ólafur G. Flóvenz  Managing director, VGK Engineering
Benedikt Steingrímsson  Chief project manager, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Ásgírmur Gunnlaugsson  Senior Geologist, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Grímur Björnsson  Senior Reservoir engineer, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Halldór Ármansson  Chief geochemist Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Hjalti Franzson  Senior geologist, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Hjálmar Eysteinsson  Senior geophysist, Orkustofnun, GeoScience Division
Ingí Th. Bjarnason  Senior geophysist, Science Institute, University of Iceland
Claus Ballzus  Mechanical engineer, VGK Engineering
Matthias Matthiasson  Mechanical engineer, VGK Engineering
Teitur Gunnarsson  Chemical engineer, VGK Engineering
Bent Einarsson  Managing director, Iceland Drilling Ltd.
Þór Gíslason  Deputy managing director, Iceland Drilling Ltd.
Sveinn Schewing  Purchasing manager, Iceland Drilling Ltd.
Ólafur Sverrisson  Mechanical engineer, Iceland Drilling Ltd.
Carlo Cottino  Senior drilling optim. engineer, Baker Hughes, O.E.S., UK
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Principal Investigators (PI’s) and Members of the IDDP/ICDP SAGA group:

PI’s and SAGA members:

G.O. Fríðleifsson, Orkustofnun, Iceland  
gof@os.is
W.A. Elders, University of California, USA  
wilfred.elders@ucri.edu
S. Saito, Tohoku University, Japan  
ssaito@ecm1.earth.tohoku.ac.jp

SAGA Members:

S. Árnórrsson, University of Iceland  
stefanar@raunvis.hi.is
J.Ö. Bjarnason, Orkustofnun, Iceland  
job@os.is
G. Cappetti, Erga Gruppo Enel, Italy  
cappetti.guido@enel.it
R.O. Fournier, USGS, USA  
rofour@well.com
V.K. Jónsson, University of Iceland  
vkj@verk.hi.is
R. Maack, VGK Engineering, Iceland  
runolfuri@vgk.is
D. Nielsen, DOSECC, USA  
dnielson@cgi.utah.edu
G. Pálmason, Orkustofnun, Iceland  
gp@os.is
J. Sass, USGS, USA  
jhsass@hay.net
A. Skinner, BGS, Scotland, UK  
acsk@bgs.ac.uk
V. Stefánsson, Orkustofnun, Iceland  
vs@os.is

DeepVision:

A. Albertsson, Hitaveita Sudurnesja, Iceland  
albert@hs.is
B. Stefnansson, Landsvirkjun, Iceland  
bjornst@lv.is
E. Gunnlaugsson, Orkuveita Reykjavikur, Iceland  
einarg@or.is
G.O. Fríðleifsson, Orkustofnun, Iceland  
gof@os.is

Drilling Technology:

S. Thorhallsson, Orkustofnun, Iceland  
s@os.is

For further details:  www.os.is/iddp
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WORKING GROUPS June 26th

PANEL A : DRILLING TECHNIQUE

Seiji Saito ssaito@ecm1.earth.tohoku.ac.jp
Sverrir Thorhallson s@os.is
Alister Skinner ask@bgs.ac.uk
Dennis Nielson dnielson@egi.utah.edu
Guido Cappetti cappetti.guido@enel.it
John Sass jhsass@hay.net
Benedikt Steingrímsson bs@os.is
Grímur Björnsson grb@os.is
Matthías Matthíassson matthias@vgk.is
Ólafur Sverrisson olafurs@jardboranir.is
Sveinn Schewing sveinnsc@jardboranir.is
Pór Gíslason thorgi@jarðboranir.is
Carlo Cottino carlo.cottino@bakerhughes.com

PANEL B : GEOSCIENCES

Gudmundur Omar Fridleifsson gof@os.is
Wilfred A. Elders wilfred.elders@ucr.edu
Robert Fournier rofour@well.com
Einar Gunnlaugsson einarg@or.is
Gudmundur Pálmason gp@os.is
Ólafur G. Flóvenz ogf@os.is
Ásgrímur Gudmundsson asg@os.is
Halldór Ármansson hf@os.is
Hjalti Franzson hf@os.is
Hjálmar Eysteinsson he@os.is
Ingvar B. Fridleifsson jbf@os.is
Ingi Th. Bjarnason ingib@raunvis.hi.is

PANEL C : PILOT PLANT

Albert Albertsson albert@hs.is
Runólfur Maack runolfur@vgk.is
Björn Stefánsson bjornst@lv.is
Claus Ballzus claus@vgk.is
Jón Órnl Bjarnason job@os.is
Teitur Gunnarsson teitur@vgk.is
Valdimar K. Jónsson vkj@verk.hi.is
Valgardur Stefánsson vs@os.is